The Philosopher

“All leaders face one dilemma: engage with the world in order to shape it, or take a step back to reflect.”

Dominique defines himself as a ‘hands-on philosopher’. He has over 40 years of experience working with leading corporations helping them to ask themselves the right questions, rethink their environment, build leadership programs, and achieve alignment between their worldview and their strategy.

Currently, he is developing ‘Philosophy Inside’, the first philosophical program in the metaverse.

Misfits, gaps, and inconsistencies are topics of constant wonder and wander for Dominique who started his career by creating the first support organisations for drug addicts with the Abbé Pierre, in France.

A keen observer and commentator on social networks, new forces extending and shrinking our world at the same time, Dominique is also a painter and one the few Western artists to have been officially recognised as a classical Master by the Chinese.

Dominique has authored over a dozen of books reflecting on his management experience, as well as countless social media posts.